In homogeneous catalysis, the main emphasis on improving catalyst performance (rate, yield and selectivity) is directed towards manipulation of the ligands. The steric and electronic effects of ligands are extremely well understood and the rational design of new ligands that leads to improved catalysts is feasible.
Introduction
Solvents are widely used at all stages of a catalytic process, including during the synthesis of the catalyst, during the catalytic reaction and often during product purification. In addition, solvents are used in the analysis of the catalyst and/or product and spectroscopy, in crystal growth that is sometimes required for a product, in product formulations and even in cleaning the reactor/instruments after use. In this review we do not intend to discuss the role of solvents in all these different areas, but instead focus on the critical role that solvents play on the catalyzed reaction with respect to the rate, yield and selectivity, an area that is often overlooked or finds only a cursory mention in research papers. Since there are many different solvents to choose from, selecting the right ones for a catalytic process can improve the outcome of the reaction considerably. From a synthetic perspective, solvents have pronounced effects on reaction equilibria; they influence the formation of different isomers and affect reaction rates and mechanisms. It is these performance aspects of solvents that we intend to discuss herein. It should be noted that performance requirements are not the only factors to consider when selecting a solvent; increasingly the choice must also be based on environmental and toxicological factors. Since these areas have been covered elsewhere, 1 we do not intend to devote much time to them here. Instead, a description of key solvent parameters, mass transfer aspects, and their application in catalysis is given. This is followed by a summary of all the ways that solvents can influence catalysis and lastly case studies are given that serve to illustrate these points, ultimately showing how careful choice of a solvent or solvent mixture can significantly enhance catalytic activity.
Solvent parameters
The solvent properties that strongly influence catalysis include dipolarity (or polarity), hydrogen-bond donating ability (proticity) and hydrogen-bond accepting ability (basicity). The performance of a catalyst is strongly influenced by these parameters and therefore finding the right solvent for a catalytic reaction, or determining how a solvent affects the reaction, is important. There are many measures of solvent properties, 2 but some of them, including Reichardt's E T (30) and E T N parameters, combine two properties into one metric, which can diminish their utility when delineating solvent effects in catalysis. It is preferable to use solvent parameters that do not combine two properties. For example, dielectric constant is a common measure of solvent polarity. 3 Kamlet and Taft developed three parameters, π*, β and α, that independently measure the polarity (including polarizability), basicity and proticity of a solvent, 4 including ionic liquids, 5 respectively. Such solvent parameters can provide useful correlations with catalytic performance. In some catalytic systems, one of these solvent properties has an over-riding influence on catalyst performance. For example, the isomerization of allylic alcohol to propanal (Fig. 1) , using the photo-generated, electronically unsaturated 16 valence electron catalyst FeĲCO) 4 , strongly depends on the solvent basicity, β, because solvents that are able to coordinate to the unsaturated FeĲCO) 4 catalytic species competitively inhibit the alkene from binding. 6 In contrast, solvent polarity/polarizability (π*) and proticity (α, not shown in the figure) apparently have little impact on the reaction. In other catalytic processes more than one solvent property may significantly influence reaction performance. For example, the enantioselectivity of the cyclopropanation shown in Fig. 2 depends on both solvent polarity and basicity. 7 Highest enantioselectivities are obtained in non-basic, nonpolar solvents and the lowest enantioselectivities are observed in solvents that are either basic or polar, but not both. The transition state for the selectivity-controlling step is believed to involve the approach of the styrene substrate to one of the Rh centers. Polar solvents lead to the formation of an early transition state in which the styrene substrate is quite far from the chiral environment of the catalyst, reducing the impact of the chiral ligand on selectivity. 8 Lewis basic solvents could have a similar effect as they affect the electron density at the catalytic Rh centre by binding to the other Rh center.
The effect of one property, such as polarity, on catalyst performance can be determined independently of the other solvent properties using any of the four methods listed below:
1. Evaluating catalytic performance in a series of solvents that differ only in one property, e.g. cyclohexane, tetrachloroethylene, trichloroethylene and 1,2-dichloroethane which have different π values, but identical α and β parameters.
2. Evaluating catalytic performance in a series of binary solvent mixtures such as toluene/chlorobenzene mixes ranging in composition from pure toluene to pure chlorobenzene. Toluene and chlorobenzene differ only in polarity. DMF and 1,2-dichloroethane differ only in basicity (β), while 1,2-propanediol and triethylphosphate differ only in proticity (α), and can therefore be used to evaluate the effect of each parameter individually on catalytic reactions. 9 3. Using supercritical fluoroform to evaluate the effect of polarity on catalysis. The polarity of fluoroform changes as a function of pressure, but its hydrogen-bond accepting ability is negligible at all pressures. The dependence of the enantioselectivity on polarity for the cyclopropanation shown in Fig. 2 was confirmed by performing the reaction multiple times in CHF 3 , in which the CHF 3 was applied at a different polarity in each experiment (Fig. 3) .
4. Mathematically fitting observed rate or selectivity data in many solvents to a linear free energy relationship that incorporates terms for each of the solvent properties of interest. 5 Typically the equation takes the form shown in eqn (1) (where X is an observable such as a rate or a selectivity), but in complicated cases, where a synergistic or destructive interplay of two parameters is involved, additional (quadratic) terms are required. For example, in the case of the cyclopropanation shown in Fig. 3 , eqn (2) can be derived from the published data, which has an additional term to account for the greater e.e. observed in solvents that have both polarity and basicity rather than one without the other.
Protic solvents are commonly used in hydrogenation reactions because they promote rapid reaction, whereas for other Fig. 1 Graph showing the relative rate of isomerization of allylic alcohol to propanal catalyzed by the photo-generated FeĲCO) 4 species as a function of the basicity (β) and polarity (π*) of the solvent. 4 The colors indicate relative reaction rates, relative to the rate in cyclohexane.
reactions such as C-C cross coupling reactions, protic solvents tend to be avoided because of undesirable reactivity. For example, the hydrogenation of CO 2 to formic acid by RuĲX)ĲY)ĲPMe 3 ) 4 (X, Y = H, OAc, Cl) in liquid NEt 3 is slow unless a small amount of water or an alcohol is present. 10 The water/alcohol is believed to facilitate the catalyst by direct coordination and the subsequent formation of H-bond interactions with CO 2 (Fig. 4) . As the amount of water/alcohol is increased there is relatively little additional impact on the reaction. The acidity of the alcohol also influences the reaction with more acidic alcohols leading to higher reaction rates, presumably due to more efficient H-bonding with the relatively inert CO 2 substrate. 11 Moreover, DFT calculations indicate that a coordinated water ligand facilitates the insertion of CO 2 into the Ru-H bond, a critical step in the catalytic cycle. 12 
Solvent influences on catalysis
The various properties of solvents can influence catalyzed reactions in many different ways, which are categorized in this section. Pertinent examples are given that illustrate these solvent effects.
3.1. Solvent effects on solubility 1) A solvent in which the solubility of reagents (solid, liquid or gas) is high could lead to an increased rate of reaction compared to a solvent in which reagent solubility is low. This statement may seem obvious, but it may not always be true. For example, for gaseous reagents, the thermodynamic ability of the solvent to dissolve the gas is not necessarily important. If mass transfer is fast, which is often the case for gas dissolution in non-viscous solvents that are well stirred, the extent This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence.
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to which a solvent can dissolve the gas (Table 1) has little impact on the rate of reaction, because rates are proportional to the activity of the gas, not the concentration, and the activity is set by the gas phase partial pressure rather than by the ability of the solvent to dissolve the gas. In contrast, if mass transfer is slow, as would be expected if stirring is inadequate or a solvent is particularly viscous, then the rates will be a function of the gas solubility and the rate of diffusion of gas from the gaseous to liquid phases. Mass transfer effects will be discussed in section 3.2.
2) A solvent that is unable to dissolve a kinetic product would cause it to precipitate from the reaction or lead to the formation of a separate phase and therefore not react further, allowing the kinetic product to be isolated. An elegant example of a reaction in which precipitation changes the selectivity of the reaction in favor of the kinetic product is the hydrogenation of cyclohexa-1,3-diene using the cationic catalyst [RhĲη + (nbd = norbornadiene). 20 In acetone (propan-2-one) the product obtained is the fully hydrogenated cyclohexane ring whereas the same catalyst in the ionic liquid [bmim]ĳSbF 6 ] (bmim = the 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium cation) leads to partial hydrogenation with cyclohexene obtained with a selectivity of 98%. Although the nature of the catalysts in acetone and the ionic liquid are likely to differ, since the norbornadiene is hydrogenated and usually replaced by weakly coordinating solvent molecules (see Fig. 5 ) and it is not clear how the ionic liquid interacts with the catalyst intermediate, the reason for the high selectivity to cyclohexene is mostly likely due to the low solubility of cyclohexene in the ionic liquid, so that the cyclohexene kinetic product is eliminated from the solvent and, as it forms, creates a second phase. The more polar cyclohexa-1,3-diene substrate is considerably more soluble in the ionic liquid solvent than cyclohexene whereas in acetone the system always remains as a single phase.
3) A solvent in which a product or by-product that autoinhibits the catalyst is insoluble would prevent autoinhibition. Alternatively, a highly solvated product/byproduct may also be less reactive due to strong solvent-solute interactions. For example, reactions that eliminate halide ions can be quenched if the catalyst is poisoned (deactivated by the halide -since halides are good ligands and can preferentially coordinate to the catalyst relative to the substrate). This concept is described in detail below in section 5 on C-C Fig. 4 The proposed role of a water ligand during the insertion of CO 2 into a Ru-H bond during the catalytic hydrogenation of CO 2 by the catalytic intermediate RuĲH) 2 ĲPMe 3 ) 3 ĲOH 2 ). For clarity RuL n is used to represent the RuĲPMe 3 ) 3 unit. Hydrogen bonding interactions between the coordinated water and CO 2 help to lock the weakly coordinating CO 2 substrate at the active catalytic site. a Converted from mole fraction in the original references using C = x/(VĲ1 − x)) where C is the molar concentration of gas in the liquid phase, x is the mole fraction of gas in the liquid phase, and V is the molar volume of the solvent. View Article Online coupling reactions that frequently employ aryl halide substrates.
Solvent effects on mass transfer
4) A solvent in which mass transfer is slow could reduce the rate or modify the selectivity of a reaction. Solvent viscosity and mass transfer properties can affect the rate and selectivity of catalyzed reactions due to their effect on the rate of mass transfer of substrates including gases. For example, the enantioselectivity of hydrogenation of methyl-(Z)-α-acetamidocinnamate by Fig. 6 ) is strongly dependent on the concentration of H 2 in solution, which is a function of the rate of transfer of H 2 from the gas phase into the liquid phase. At high H 2 concentrations (which can be achieved by using high H 2 pressure with high stir rates, i.e. fast mass transfer), reaction with H 2 (indicated in the figure) is fast and the enantioselectivity is determined by the ratio of rate constants k 1
At low H 2 concentrations (which can be achieved by using high H 2 pressure with low stir rates, i.e. slow mass transfer), reaction with H 2 is slow and the enantioselectivity is determined by the ratio
. Thus the rate of diffusion of H 2 into the solvent controls the enantioselectivity. 21 Solvents having naturally high viscosities tend to have low rates of mass transfer of reagent gases which affects the rate and selectivity. For example, the asymmetric hydrogenation of atropic acid by chiral ruthenium catalysts (Fig. 7) has a higher enantioselectivity when the availability of H 2 in solution is high. Thus, the enantioselectivity for this reaction is high in methanol, low in the viscous ionic liquid [ , depending on the pH, and these species undergo hydrogenation rather than the CO 2 itself, 24 although in other solvents CO 2 reacts directly to give the same products. 25 6) A solvent may react with a substrate to generate a new starting material that is more (or less) selectively transformed by catalysis, e.g. the solvent may react with a specific functional group on the starting material and temporarily protect it so that it does not interfere with the desired catalytic transformation. For example, the ring-closing hydroaminomethylation reaction (Fig. 8) gives primarily the lactam product in dioxane, because the cyclization is faster than the hydrogenolysis. However, in scCO 2 , the CO 2 inhibits the cyclization step by reacting with the N-H group and forming, temporarily, a carbamic acid protecting group, allowing the hydrogenolysis step to proceed and affording the pyrrolidine as the major product. 26 7) A solvent may react with a kinetic product and thereby protect it against further reaction. The hydrogenation of nitriles to primary amines using heterogeneous catalysts is difficult to control because the primary amine reacts further to give a secondary amine and ammonia by disproportionation. To avoid this problem, the hydrogenation can be performed in scCO 2 ; the CO 2 protects the primary amine kinetic product (by temporarily converting it into a carbamic acid) and prevents further reaction from taking place. 27 8) A solvent that reacts with an autoinhibiting product or by-product may prevent autoinhibition. In the hydrogenation of nitriles or imines to amines using homogeneous catalysts, the primary amine product is a good ligand that can coordinate to the catalyst and reduce the activity of the catalyst or completely deactivate it. CO 2 -expanded THF was used to prevent such a deactivation mechanism as the CO 2 reacts with the amine product. 28 9) A solvent may also serve as a substrate in a reaction. For example, methanolysis and ethanolysis, more frequently termed transesterification reactions, tend to be performed in methanol and ethanol, respectively, with the solvent also serving as the substrate. Indeed, with the current surplus of bioethanol, ethanolysis reactions are of particular current interest, and are being developed to upgrade chemicals derived from renewable feedstocks such as lignin that contain a large number of C-O bonds that can undergo ethanolysis. 29 
Solvent interactions with the catalyst
10) A solvent may interact with or coordinate to the catalyst and thereby activate or deactivate the catalyst, influence the selectivity of the catalyst and influence catalyst stability. A classic example of such an effect involves the use of chiral solvents. Chiral solvents that impart enantioselectivity in transformations are interesting alternatives to chiral catalysts. Such solvents must have sufficiently strong interactions with key catalytic intermediates to transmit reasonable enantioselectivities. Ionic liquids containing either a chiral anion or a cation modified with a chiral group can lead to high enantioselectivites as the solvent also serves as a ligand, coordinating to the active catalyst. For example, the Fig. 7 The enantioselectivity of asymmetric hydrogenation of atropic acid is dependent upon solvent viscosity. View Article Online hydrogenation of methyl 2-acetamidoacrylate ( Fig. 9 ) employs a chiral ionic liquid cation that appears to undergo deprotonation and then coordinates to the metal center. Addition of NEt 3 enhances the enantioselectivity by promoting deprotonation of the ionic liquid to generate the ligand whereas addition of acid (preventing deprotonation) or a diphosphine (that preferentially coordinates to the catalyst) result in a racemic mixture of the product. 30 In a second example, an ionic liquid with a chiral anion was used as a solvent in the dihydroxylation of 1-hexene (Fig. 9) leading to a very high enantioselectivity. 31 It cannot be excluded that the chiral anion coordinates to the osmium catalyst forming a chiral catalyst that is responsible for the chiral induction. 11) A solvent can modulate the extent of ion pairing between a charged catalyst and the associated counter-ion which in turn can influence catalytic activity. Ion-pairing with cationic catalysts and their associated counter-anions, or potentially anionic catalysts and their counter-cations, can be extensive in solvents in which the ions are poorly solvated. 32 Typically in low polarity solvents, the cation and anion form a strong ion-pair that can inhibit catalytic activity if the counter-ion blocks the active site of the catalyst, i.e. covers the vacant coordination site where the substrate would usually bind. The formation of aggregates is also possible. 33 Conversely, in polar solvents the ions tend to be highly solvated and the cation and anion are usually completely separated from each other, allowing catalysis to proceed without the hindrance of the counter-ion. A schematic illustration of ionpairing as a function of solvent polarity is shown in Fig. 10 . Indeed, good correlations between catalytic activity and the extent and nature of ion-pairing have been reported, 34 although the emphasis is usually placed on the nature of the counter-ion rather than the role of the solvent. Strong ion-pairing should not always be viewed as a problem with, for example, close association between chiral anions and non-chiral cationic catalysts leading to high enantioselectivities. 35 In these types of reactions it is essential to use a solvent that ensures sufficient ion-pairing, to allow chiral induction, while retaining sufficient activity. It has also been found that neutral catalysts can exist in isolated or aggregated states depending upon the nature of the solvent, e.g. observed for transfer hydrogenation catalysts that interact with each other via bifurcated hydrogen bonds. 36 12) A solvent can serve as a proton shuttle in a catalytic reaction. In this manner, water or alcohols can facilitate reactions without directly coordinating to the catalyst. For example, in the hydrogenation of CO 2 catalyzed by an iridium complex, the energy of the transition state for the heterolytic cleavage of H 2 (the step which generates the Ir-H bond into Fig. 9 Examples of homogeneously catalyzed enantioselective reactions in chiral ionic liquids ("hex" = n-hexyl; "cod" = cycloocta-1,5-diene). Enantioselectivity (e.e.) is induced by the in situ formation of chiral catalysts by coordination of the chiral ion to the catalyst. View Article Online which the CO 2 later inserts), decreases considerably if a water molecule is present to serve as a proton shuttle. 37 13) A solvent can also be catalytically active in its own right. For example, Brønsted acids and bases are widely used as catalysts, often as alternatives to heterogeneous catalysts such as zeolites and alumina. 38 Ionic liquids functionalized with Brønsted acidic or basic groups are increasingly being used as catalysts due to their low volatility. 39 
Transition state stabilization

14)
A solvent that stabilizes the highest energy transition state in a catalytic process should accelerate the rate of reaction. This is the basis of the Hughes-Ingold rules on solvent effects. 40 If the charge density of the transition state in the rate determining step is greater than the charge density of the starting materials in that step, then use of a more polar solvent should increase the reaction rate. If the charge density of the transition state is lower than that of the starting materials, then use of a more polar solvent will decrease the reaction rate. For example, the pyridine-catalyzed decomposition of t-butylperoxyformate has a greater charge separation in the transition state than in the starting material and therefore the reaction proceeds more rapidly if the polarity of the solvent increases (Fig. 11) . 41 15) A solvent that stabilizes one of two competing transition states that control the selectivity should enhance the selectivity of the product obtained via the stabilized transition state. For example, in Diels-Alder reactions higher reaction rates and selectivities are often obtained in polar solvents compared to non-polar solvents, which has been attributed to enhanced hydrogen bonding between the solvent and the transition state, as well as to enforced hydrophobic interactions when conducted in water, which facilitates alignment of the substrates. 42 16) A solvent could stabilize an early transition state rather than a late transition state and thereby affect both rate and selectivity. A classic example of this phenomenon is the asymmetric cyclopropanation shown in Fig. 2 (section 2) . The more polar the solvent the more an early transition state is favored, in which the incoming alkene is further from the chiral complex, and therefore results in a lower enantioselectivity.
From the list above it is evident that solvents influence catalytic reactions in many different ways. Some of these features are relatively easy to identify via experimentation, some others require in situ spectroscopic studies, and certain effects, such as solvent influence on transition states, can only be calculated. It is relatively easy to ascertain if a solvent acts as a substrate or even is the active catalyst in a reaction. Direct interactions between catalysts, substrates and products are also relatively easy to gauge using spectroscopic techniques although interactions with the active catalyst intermediates often requires exhaustive in situ spectroscopic studies. Such interactions will be described in detail below for two different types of reaction: hydrogenations and C-C cross coupling reactions. + . 43 Since a solvated intermediate species is implicit in the catalytic cycle, the nature of the solvent is critical. Of the various solvents reported for this hydrogenation, strong donor solvents are absent, as they will coordinate too strongly to the catalyst and impede further reaction with the substrates. 44 The catalyst appears to be most active in EtOH and MeOH, followed by THF, and then the non-coordinating solvents dichloromethane and toluene. This trend implies that weak coordination helps to stabilize the highly reactive catalytic intermediate, otherwise the highest activity would be expected to be obtained in dichloromethane and toluene. However, the Rh + -solvent bond must be sufficiently labile to allow facile dissociation of the solvent ligands to prevent this step from becoming rate limiting. Within the catalytic cycle, the final reductive elimination of the product tends to be rate determining. If this step is slow then β-elimination becomes more favored, which allows equilibration of the face of the substrate following migratory insertion to reform the alkyl ligand. In other words, hydrogenation of the thermodynamically preferred face rather than the kinetically preferred face takes place leading to lower enantioselectivites. Fig. 11 The decomposition of t-butyl peroxyformate catalyzed by pyridine. The reaction rate increases as the polarity of the solvent increases because polar solvents stabilize the transition state. 
Hydrogenation reactions
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Wilkinson's catalyst is another highly important catalyst with a wide range of industrial applications 45 and the implicit role of solvents has been delineated. A generic catalytic cycle for the hydrogenation of unsaturated compounds using Wilkinson's catalyst is shown in Fig. 13 . In the first step the stable 16 valence electron compound, RhClĲPPh 3 ) 2 , is converted to a highly reactive 14 valence electron active catalyst species, RhClĲPPh 3 ) 2 , via the dissociation of a phosphine ligand. The productive part of the catalytic cycle continues with the oxidative addition of hydrogen, which was shown to be considerably faster than that determined for other species present in the reaction, e.g. the starting compound RhClĲPPh 3 ) 3 and various dimers. 46 The formation of a solvated species, RhClĲPPh 3 ) 2 Ĳsolvent), has tentatively been proposed, undergoing oxidative addition of hydrogen with concomitant dissociation of the solvent ligand. Indeed, if the reaction is conducted in strong donor solvents, which tends not to be the case in practice, 47 such an intermediate species is not unreasonable. NMR spectroscopy in C 6 D 6 using p-H 2 revealed a number of previously unobserved species, but none involving coordination of the solvent, as expected for this solvent. 48 However, a kinetic analysis using electrospray ionization mass spectrometry revealed that the slowest step in the productive part of the catalytic cycle corresponds to the association of the unsaturated substrate. 49 The slow ligand association step indirectly points to a solvent molecule needing to be displaced prior to the ligand association, which is consistent with the effect of donor solvents reducing the rate of reaction. Should the solvent be an ionic liquid then the cation and/or anion could interact with the catalyst, and depending on which ions interact with the catalyst intermediate will further influence the reaction. It should be noted that the active catalyst species/mechanism is not only influenced by the solvent, but in principle by the nature of the substrate and all reaction parameters. It has been shown, for example, that at high temperatures under the reducing hydrogen environment rhodium(0) nanoparticles can form and are excellent hydrogenation catalysts, especially for aromatic and heteroaromatic substrates. 50 A remarkable solvent effect was observed with Wilkinson's catalyst in the hydrogenation of alkenes containing aromatic nitro-groups (Fig. 14) and other sensitive groups such as aryl iodide that cannot be rationalized by coordination of the solvent to the catalyst. In order to prevent the reduction of the nitro group or dehalogenation from taking place very mild reactions conditions are required. In benzene, under 1 atm of H 2 and at room temperature no reaction was observed, whereas in MeOH the alkene bond was reduced to afford the saturated product in 80% yield and in THF the yield increases to 91%. 51 However, the highest yields were obtained in MeOH-THF and t BuOH-THF (1 : 1) mixtures (93 and 95%, respectively). The study also shows the importance of using mixtures of solvents rather than pure solvents, even though the latter overwhelmingly dominate the literature. This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence.
It is unlikely that the rate of this reaction is correlated to the solubility of hydrogen gas in the different solvents evaluated (see above). However, the rate of hydrogenation does appear to be correlated with the β values of the solvents. Benzene, THF and methanol have approximately the same π* values and there is no clear trend with respect to the α parameters of the solvents. The parameter that differs between the solvents that facilitate catalytic activity under mild conditions and the solvents where the yield of the reduction is low or does not take place is β, i.e. the basicity or hydrogen-bond accepting ability of the solvent. How this parameter enhances the reaction remains a matter of speculation, but one possibility is that the alkene protons hydrogen-bond with the solvent thereby activating the unsaturated bond. These solvents would not be able to hydrogen-bond to (and activate) the nitro-group in the same way, hence endowing the system with high selectivity towards reduction of the CC double bond.
With both of the rhodium catalysts described above, the active catalyst species is generated in situ, in the case of [RhĲcod)ĲR,R-DIPAMP)]
+ via hydrogenation and elimination of the cod ligand, and with RhClĲPPh 3 ) 3 via dissociation of a phosphine. The electronically unsaturated species generated are stabilized by the solvent, but if too stable, then activity is (the  diphosphine  ligand  =  diphenylphosphinomethane, diphenylphosphinoethane, diphenylphosphinopropane and the highly water-soluble analogue 1,2-bisĲdi-4-sulfonatophenylphosphino)benzene, arene = p-cymene, benzene or [2.2]paracyclophane), are efficient catalyst precursors for the hydrogenation of unsaturated bonds in an aqueous solution. 52 In other solvents, where the enthalpy of chloride solvation is low, reaction rates are much lower and in some cases catalysis is completely suppressed as dissociation of the chloride anion from the ruthenium center is suppressed. 53 In other words, if the halide ion is poorly solvated, it is more nucleophilic, and will coordinate to the catalyst preventing generation of the active catalyst. Solvents have also been shown to strongly influence the outcome, e.g. CC versus CO selectivity, of hydrogenation reactions catalyzed by heterogeneous systems. 54 
C-C coupling reactions
Palladium catalysts are extensively used in organic chemistry to generate new C-C bonds. 55 Of the various types of C-C coupling reactions, the Suzuki reaction, which involves the cross-coupling between an aryl halide and an aryl boronic acid to form a biaryl product (Fig. 15) , has been especially well studied, 56 as it is a highly versatile reaction extensively used for a variety of purposes including the industrial scale production of fine chemicals. 57 Despite considerable efforts to develop highly efficient catalysts for this reaction, certain coupling reactions remain challenging. In particular, the coupling of aryl chlorides (due to the high bond dissociation energy of C-Cl bonds relative to C-Br and C-I bonds) and the coupling of sterically hindered substrates. Nevertheless, enormous progress has been made improving the efficiency of Suzuki catalysts and extremely high turnover frequencies and turnover number can be achieved and the nature of the solvent plays an important role with respect to catalyst stability. 58 The active catalyst in the Suzuki reaction is based on a palladiumĲ0) species (Fig. 15 shows a generic mechanism for the reaction).
Irrespective of the palladium pre-catalyst used in the Suzuki reaction, (i.e. a palladiumĲ0) complex such as PdĲPPh 3 ) 4 or Pd 2 Ĳdba) 3 (dba = dibenzylideneacetone), palladiumĲII) precursors such as PdĲPPh 3 ) 2 Cl 2 , PdCl 2 with added (phosphine) ligands, palladacycles, or palladium nanoparticles), a 14 valence electron palladiumĲ0) complex with two trans-oriented ligands is generated that corresponds to the active starting catalyst in the catalytic cycle (Fig. 15) . Such a species would be highly reactive, as it has only 14 valence electrons, is coordinatively unsaturated and is in a low This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence.
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oxidation state which is unstable in the absence of strongly electron withdrawing ligands. For these reasons it is not surprising that extremely high activities can be achieved. Moreover, studies on the oxidative addition of substrates to model platinum complexes show strong solvent effects on the reaction rate. 59 The identification of the actual intermediates present in a catalyst cycle is extremely challenging due to their intrinsic instability, which tends to preclude their isolation and full characterization. Interestingly, recent evidence even points to a catalyst based on palladiumĲ0) with just one coordinated phosphine ligand. A compelling mass spectrometric-based study identified mono-and bis-ligated palladium species in the gas phase and reacted them with aryl halides, i.e. simulating the initial oxidative addition step in the proposed catalytic cycle. 60 The 12 valence electron palladium species with one phosphine ligand was orders of magnitude more reactive towards aryl halides compared to the complex with two coordinated phosphine ligands. Irrespective of the nature of the palladiumĲ0) species, i.e. whether it has one or two ligands or exists in an equilibrium between the two forms, these intermediates are highly unstable and, not surprisingly, Suzuki reactions tend to be performed in strong donor solvents that can coordinate to, and stabilize, the unsaturated palladium centers present in the intermediates. Stabilization can also be obtained using very bulky, electron rich ligands often with substituent groups that can weakly coordinate to the palladium center, 61 although even with these ligands strong donor solvents are invariably used and mixtures of two solvents is quite common. With strong donor solvents comes a trade-off between activity, that is suppressed, and stability, that is enhanced. If the catalyst rapidly decomposes, which is not unexpected for such coordinately unsaturated intermediates in the absence of a donor solvent, then low activities are obtained. To circumvent this problem, high catalyst loadings are often used, whereas careful choice of the solvent may be an equally effective option.
The term 'ligand-free catalysis' is widely used in publications describing C-C cross coupling reactions, and is used to indicate that a metal salt was used as the pre-catalyst without the addition of a co-ligand, e.g. a phosphine, carbene or another class of ligand. However, the term is rather misleading as it implies that ligands do not bind to the metal catalyst. It is likely that in the vast majority of systems described as being ligand-free, the solvent also serves as a ligand. For example, 'ligand-free' (Suzuki and Negishi) couplings using PdĲOAc) 2 as the pre-catalyst are efficiently catalyzed in solvents such as DMF and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone. 62 Aryl chlorides can be coupled with phenylboronic acid in high yield using PdĲOAc) 2 in PEG 400, a polyethylene glycol with a molecular weight of 400 that is a viscous liquid, and also an excellent multidentate ligand. 63 In certain 'ligand-free' reactions, the catalyst is stabilized exclusively by the substrates/ product which coordinate to the catalytic metal center, such as in the polymerization of butadiene by a nickelĲII) catalyst. 64 Despite the fact that some catalysts enable the reaction of aryl chlorides and sterically hindered substrates, even at very low catalyst loadings and ambient temperature, 65 68 Attempts using other neat ionic liquids also met with failure. 69 Studies showed that water facilitates the Suzuki reaction by solvating the halide by-product which is otherwise poorly solvated and steadily shuts down the reaction. 70 In other words, if the halide by-product is poorly solvated then it is highly nucleophilic and can react with the catalyst reducing activity (chloride is a known poison for many catalysts), 71 whereas strongly solvated halide is a poor nucleophile and consequently less reactive. Based on this principle, an ionic liquid with a hydroxyl functionalized cation, able to efficiently solvate halides, was found to be an excellent solvent for the coupling of aryl chlorides and sterically hindered substrates using PdCl 2 as the pre-catalyst combined with a weak base (Na 2 CO 3 ). The hydroxyl group also provides other benefits including facilitating reduction of the palladiumĲII) salt to palladiumĲ0), stabilizing both the palladium nanoparticle catalyst reservoirs and the active palladiumĲII) catalytic species and activating the aryl chloride substrate (weakening the CCl bond) via hydrogen bonding interactions. 72 For comparison, reactions in [bmim]ĳTf 2 N] or n-propanol gave a yield of 20 and 6% in the coupling of bromobenzene with phenyl boronic acid whereas in the hydroxyl functionalized ionic liquid a yield of >90% was obtained. The use of solvents that activate substrates leading to enhanced catalytic activities was mentioned above for both hydrogenation reactions and Suzuki cross-coupling reactions. Another area in which substrate activation could have a profound impact is in the transformations of lignocellulosic biomass into commodity chemicals, an area of growing interest. 73 Here, the nature of the solvent is critical with organic solvents posing problems related to stability and recyclability, 74 and biphasic aqueous-based systems often not giving adequate yields. 75 Ionic liquids show considerable promise, with initial interest emanating from the observation that certain chloride-based ionic liquids have an exceptionally high capacity for dissolving complex carbohydrates, attributable to the extensive hydrogen bonding interactions that disrupt the structure of carbohydrates. 76 Once dissolved, the chemical transformations of complex carbohydrates such as cellulose 78 It has been shown that introducing specific hydrogen-bond donor groups that can interact with the substrate further enhances the performance of the catalyst. Such groups also influence the intermolecular interactions between ions, favoring solvent-substrate interactions and hence substrate activation. 79 
Concluding remarks
A thorough appreciation of solvent parameters and the ways in which these parameters can influence a catalyzed reaction allows reactions to be improved by changing or modifying the solvent rather than varying, for example, the ligands attached to a homogeneous catalyst. Examples have been given that demonstrate the profound effect solvents may impart in catalyzed reactions as well as demonstrating the multiple ways in which solvents can impact on a reaction. Simple models do not necessarily provide a molecular basis for observed solvent effects, but do provide an understanding that allows solvents to be selected that provide superior reaction rates. In this review, the implicit role of the solvent with respect to its interactions with catalytic intermediates, transition states, substrates and products has been described. Although solvents play a critical role in catalysis, currently relatively little attention is paid to the role of the solvent compared to the role of a ligand, except in the context of using more sustainable solvents for industrial reactions, where there is considerable interest. 1 However, in addition to manipulating the ligands around a metal center to improve catalytic activity we argue that more effort should be devoted to finding the best solvent (or solvent mixture) for a catalytic process. As there is growing interest in catalysts that exploit non-covalent interactions, the choice of solvent becomes increasingly important.
